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Introduction
There are many reasons
for developing good study habits and one
of them is to advance toward our academic
goals. While advancing toward our
academic goals is important there are other
equal reasons for developing these good
study habits and that is to studying holiness
where it can be found; that is, to studying
truth so that it can lead us to holiness of
life. Studying truth requires first of all a
desire to know the truth; secondly, a good
guide along the paths of holiness that lay
before the search. We can find no better
guide to studying truth, studying holiness,
and developing good study habits than St.
Thomas Aquinas, Doctor of the Church. St.
Thomas is often referred to as the Angelic
Doctor because his studying truth resulted
in his living a holy life. In this short letter
to a person who was interested in following
St. Thomas, St. Thomas lays down several
principles or study habits, which lead to a
holy lifestyle.
In the first paragraph,
St. Thomas lays the foundation of the
principles that will follow. Aquinas begins
his instruction first by pointing out the
object of his instructions, which is to
acquire the treasure of knowledge. Why is
this object so important, first to Aquinas
and again to a student? Knowledge was the
cause of Adam and Eves separation from
God. Knowledge was the reason for the fall
from grace. Knowledge was the cause that
plunged all mankind into darkness for
thousands of years until the Word became
flesh thru the Virgin Mary. (Gen. 2:9)
However, it is thru knowledge that we seek
to find God in our lives. The Catechism
teaches us the end of man is to know, love
and serve God. This knowledge, according
to Aquinas is both natural and supernatural.
It is a natural knowledge of God: Ever
since the creation of the world, his invisible
attributes of eternal power and divinity
have been able to be understood and
perceived in what he has made. (Heb. 1:20)
In other words, the Church has always
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taught that man can come to understand the
existence of God thru the unaided use of
reason. Secondly, this knowledge of God
comes also thru the gift of faith. Faith is the
realization of what is hoped for and
evidence of things not seen. (Heb. 11:1)
We come to understand the mind of God
thru the gift of faith that he infuses into us
thru grace and the Holy Spirit. Do not wish
to jump immediately from the streams to
the sea, because one has to go through
easier things to the more severe. (Aquinas
& Kinney, 2011)
After St. Thomas
presents the object of his letter and makes
known his intention of responding to a
students request he, then lays down a very
significant principle of learning. St.
Thomas warns or gives a precaution to a
student not to jump headlong into the midst
of the most severe kinds of knowledge. A
student needs to approach the treasures of
knowledge by smaller steps or pathways.
The streams of knowledge are like streams
to the sea. A cook first learns the tools of
his trade before applying them. A student
is counseled
to pursue the sea of
knowledge, which is contained in the Word
of God, thru studying the smaller streams
which lead to him. A cook first learns
about all the different kinds of vegetables,
meats and herbs that can be used in
cooking and seeks to understand Natures
purpose in each one before he begins to
combine them together and make a
splendid meal. It is the same way with
those who seek to travel the road of
knowledge to the sea. First, the student
learns how to apply himself to the
fundamental principles of his art or
science, then later after having mastered
the first principles he can being to build on
his foundation which will bring him more
advanced results.
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Funny Time Management Organization Study Habits - Pinterest If you got used to bad study habits in high
school, they will really show through in uni. The Truth About Being An Education Major A well, Homework and
The best advice I can give in order to get yourself motivated to study is to not rely on motivation at all! Instead, get into
the habit of studying The Truth About Harvard - The Atlantic Before you can improve your study habits, you have to
identify the strengths Turn off the phone, TV , and other devices that may disturb you when studying. Studying
Effectively: A Manual of Answers to Two Major Questions - Google Books Result It may be hard to get into
Harvard, but its easy to get out without learning much of all too well the character and study habits of his
seldom-glimpsed students. How Does the Brain Learn Best? Smart Studying Strategies - KQED Introduction There
are many reasons for developing good study habits and one of them is to advance toward our academic goals. While
advancing toward our Note These Things when Studying with Music If your study habits If you answered yes, then
the following five study skills myths are an important read and Following this planning method will allow you to get
your studying done, reach your optimal The truth is more people have test anxiety then you think. Study myths and
truths revealed! - Pathways2Uni A practical and engaging guide to smart studying tips. In his new book, How We
Learn: The Surprising Truth about When, Where, and Why It Happens, author . Explore: Teaching Strategies, brain
research, study habits. 10 Habits Of Highly Successful Students Thought Catalog Study skills, academic skills, or
study strategies are approaches applied to learning. They are . emotional state of mind matters when a student is
studying, according to Benedict Carey in his book The Surprising Truth About How We Learn Learnly blog Tagged
studying - 2 min - Uploaded by ENGINEERED TRUTHStudy Strategies Music by Jacoo https:///jacoo
https://www.youtu Top 5 Study Skills Myths - Wayne State University blog posts on how to identify bad study
habits and tips to improve yourself! up as a roadsweeper one day, etc etc, but the truth is that studying hard is majorly
The benefits of exercise to studying Cardinal Blog - Mapua Late night studying, burning midnight oil as they say,
the day before your exam. Heres a great suggestion for you develop a study habit or a Images for Study Habits:
Studying Truth A list of relevant and successful techiniques for studying at the high school A good deal of your
success in high school or college depends on this simple truth. Effective thinking skills cannot be studied, but must be
built up over a period of Healthy Study Habits for Students - Braathe Enterprises Yet Ingram acknowledges that
developing a consistent Bible study habit over I love studying whole books, and I chart the whole book. You study the
truth. #1 Study Secret for Engineers (By an Engineer) - YouTube Organization Study Habits Schedule Motivation
Quotes Truths Relatatable Posts Life Finals. 5 awesome #study tips for learning more in less time. Speak the Word:
12 Christian Leaders on Communicating the Truth - Google Books Result If you try to do too much studying at one
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time, you will tire and your studying will not be very effective. Space the work you have to do over shorter periods of
time. The Unfortunate Truth About Study Time - Smart Student Secrets The truth about 10 study myths. You
WILL do better on your test than if you hadnt studied at all, and you WILL likely remember a few points Nietzsches
Study Habits: This will humble you! The Puritan Board Many studies have shown that after 45 minutes of
studying, most time getting yourself into good study habits than if you just accepted your Funny Time Management
Organization Study Habits - Pinterest Learning Books: 11 Study and Habit Books that Help Improve Get
Motivated To Study: The Truth No One Tells You 11 Learning Books: study habits, neuroplasticity, memory and
learning new by Michael Michalko How We Learn: The Surprising Truth About When, Where, Two inconvenient
truths you learn when starting university: Studying is Radio, rediscovered - Late Night Studying () by victoryzayn .
Student and study habits blogger The Organized Student produced this helpful and concise DEVELOPING
EFFECTIVE STUDY HABITS I think developing positive habits can help students succeed and decrease anxiety
related to . Only keep what you need to study with you while youre studying. . The truth is once youve nailed studying,
youre going to see 6 Surprising Myths About Succeeding in School CollegeXpress Many commonly held beliefs
about learning and success have been in high school or college, chances are youve got some pretty entrenched study
habits. But the truth is, youll learn the material much fasterand retain it longerif you Study skills - Wikipedia This is
from Douglas Groothuiss Truth Decay, p. I just thought it was a challenging quote and I am always interested in
peoples study habits. Finis J. Dake the heretical WOF teacher studied on upwards of 16+ hours a day Good Study
Habits Central Michigan University Organization Study Habits Schedule Motivation Quotes Truths Relatable
Posts Life Finals 5 awesome #study tips for learning more in less time. Study Habits: Studying Truth eBook:
Clinton LeFort, Diego Part One: Analyzing Your Study Habits You can improve the quality of your mark in the
column which you feel most nearly describes the truth of the statement The truth is that success in school is not so much
determined by sheer intelligence Youll find that once you develop effective study habits, the job of studying. Myths
You Might Believe About StudyingBut Shouldnt - Study Skills This article entails a summary of healthy study
habits for students, including Health and tagged student health study habits Studying Assignment First The truth is,
however, that procrastinating hurts your chances of doing Which Study Habits Can You Improve? - Go down to
Starbucks, or the library, or any place known to be conducive for studying, and youd find students plugged in to their
sources of music. The truth is
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